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Abstract
Mercury (Hg) seriously affects some

sensitive subgroups of population and the
detection of Hg content in fish and fishery
products is one of the most important
activities aimed at controlling their safety. In
fact, Regulation (EC) No 1881/2006 set
maximum levels for certain contaminants in
foodstuffs and Regulation (EC) No 333/2007
laid down the methods of sampling and
analysis for their control in foodstuffs. As Hg
content highly varies among different fish
species depending on a variety of factors and
even among members of the same
population, sampling methods play a crucial
role in the accuracy, precision and statistical
significance of Hg determination. By the use
of an analysis method independent
probabilistic model, based on the axioms of
Kolmogorov’s probability theory, this paper
aims to assess the relationship between
sampling methods set by Regulation (EC)
No 333/2007 and the probability to detect
compliant or non-compliant outcomes of Hg
in fish.

Introduction
Mercury (Hg) is a metal present in the

environment from both natural and
anthropogenic sources. Once released into
aquatic environment, Hg undergoes a series
of complex transformations and methyl
mercury (Me-Hg) is, by far, the most
common form of organic Hg in the food
chain. Fish and fishery products are the
dominating contributors to Me-Hg dietary
exposure for humans and could represent a
potential harmful element causing even
severe health disorders in some population
groups such as children and pregnant women
(Sheehan et al., 2014; Galimberti et al.,
2016; Lavoie et al., 2018). For these reasons

analysis of Hg content in fish is one of the
most important activities to take into
consideration for the fishery products safety
control and the European Union (EU) issued
the Regulation (EC) No 1881/2006 setting
limits for contaminants in foodstuffs: the Hg
general limit of 0.5 mg/kg in the edible part
and the limit of 1 mg/kg for some predatory
species (European Commission, 2003). The
Hg content varies widely among different
fish species depending on size, age, feeding
habits, trophic level, marine growing areas
and it’s higher in predatory fish (Watanabe
et al., 2012; Karimi et al., 2013). The
processes of bioconcentration and
bioamplification along the food chain can
determine significant differences of Hg
content, even among organisms from the
same group (Bradley et al., 2017).

Considering this, both methods of
sampling and analytical methods play a
crucial role in the accuracy, precision and
statistical significance of Hg determination
in fish and fishery products (EFSA, 2012)
and, with this purpose, the EU issued the
Regulation (EC) No 333/2007 describing
sampling methods for the official control of
Hg levels in foodstuffs (European
Commission, 2007).

Data obtained from analysis of those
samples are employed in the Hg risk analysis
and in the assessment of human health
exposure risk (Moreno-Ortega et al., 2017;
Lavoie et al., 2018).

Targeting the crucial role of sampling
methods, a probabilistic model, independent
from analytical method and based on the
axioms of Kolmogorov’s probability theory,
was developed with the aim of assessing the
relationship between sampling methods set
by Regulation (EC) No 333/2007 and the
probability to detect compliant or non-
compliant outcomes for Hg in fish.

Materials and Methods
Regulation (EC) No 333/2007 at Annex

part B laid down provisions about the
concerning sampling plan and defined the
incremental sample (IS) as a quantity of
material taken from a single place in the lot
or sublot and the aggregated sample (AS) as
the combined total of all ISs, considered
representative of the lot from which it is
taken. The complete AS shall be used for the
preparation of the laboratory sample (LS),
namely a sample intended for the laboratory.

The ISs shall be of similar
weight/volume (at least 100g) and their
minimum number depends on the lot
weight/volume (in kg or litre): n. 3 ISs for
lots <50; n. 5 ISs for lots ≥50 and ≤500; n.

10 ISs for lots >500. Large lots, >15 tonnes,
shall be divided in sublots of 15-30 tonnes.
For large fishes, weighting more than about
1 kg, and lots of more than 500 kg each IS
shall consist of the middle part of the fish.

Targeting these statements, three
different Hg mean contents of compliant ISs
(specified with letters l, m and h) and three
for non-compliant ISs (specified with letters
L, M and H) are assumed in order to consider
a large range of Hg contamination levels;
furthermore we assumed two different
contamination’s scenarios, the best scenario
with low values of L, M and H and, in
parallel, the worst scenario with higher
values: all the levels are resumed in Table 1.
On that basis we determined the minimum
number of ISs required to detect non-
compliant outcomes for each contamination
level and for both different limits. 

Assuming that each potential IS has the
same probability to be collected and that the
collection of one IS does not change the
probability of residual ISs to be collected, as
stated in the Regulation (EC) No 333/2007,
we calculated the probability to obtain an AS
with the number of ISs necessary to have
non-compliant outcomes. We used the
following formula based on the axioms of
Kolmogorov’s probability theory:

(1)
where x is the number of ISs > legal limit we
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have to consider, k is the number of ISs to
collect to reach a regular AS, n = is the
number of potential IS to be sampled within
the lot, θ is the ratio between favourable
occurrences and all possible occurrences
with θH1 = nH/n, θH2 = (nH-1)/(n-1), θHx
= (nH-x+1)/(n-x+1) and θL1 = (nL-x)/(n-x),
θL2 = (nL-x-1)/(n-x-1), θL(k-x) = (nL-
k+1)/(n-k+1) where H is the prevalence of
ISs > legal limit and L is the prevalence of
ISs ≤ legal limit. 

According to Kolmogorov’s axioms θ∈
[0,1], θH+θL=1 and:

             
(2)

Moreover, assuming a 0.1 rung from 0.1
to 0.9 for the prevalence of non-compliant
ISs, we calculated the Hg mean content of a
lot for all set contamination levels and then
– taking the sampling method of concern as
a test able to identify lots with the mean
content of Hg exceeding the limit – the
number of false positive (FP) and false

negative (FN) outcomes were calculated and
quantified. 

Finally, using a simple probabilistic
model, also based on Kolmogorov’s axioms,
we calculated the probability to detect a non-
compliant lot (x) by testing different ASs
collected from the same lot with the formula:

                
(3)

where C is the probability to detect a
compliant outcome and k is the number of
analysed ASs.

We used the datasheet Libre Office
version 5.1.6.2 for the complete
computation.

Results
The most meaningful results of

calculations are shown below.
The minimum number of ISs needed to

detect non-compliant outcomes for each
contamination set level and for both different
limits are summarized on Table 2. Only few
differences between the limits of 1 mg/kg
and 0.5 mg/kg were highlighted with an
asterisk (*) and therefore these conditions
allowed to take into account only the 1
mg/kg limit in the following analysis.

Figure 1 shows that the probability to
detect non-compliant outcomes in relation to
variation in the contamination level and
changes in the lot size (expressed as number
of potential IS from 102 to 103 until 106)
does not change. The figure is related to the
limit of 1 mg/kg, best scenarios, but the trend
is similar when limit or scenario change. 

Figure 2 shows how the probability trend
changes relative to different contamination
levels and to different number of collected
ISs: limit of 1 mg/kg, population size of 106
of potential ISs and best scenario of
contamination are the condition of
computation.

The trend of probability, increasing the
prevalence for all contamination levels (lot
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Table 1. Best (bs) and worst (ws) scenarios contamination levels of compliant (c) ISs and non-compliant (nc) ISs for both Hg limits
(mean expressed as mg/kg).

Contamination level              1 mg/kg limit                   0,5 mg/kg limit
                      best scenario  worst scenario         best scenario worst scenario
                                               c                      nc                         c                   nc                            c                  nc                      c              nc

lL                                                         0,1                           1,1                               0,1                      1,5                                   0,1                     0,6                           0,1               0,75
lM                                                       0,1                           1,5                               0,1                      1,9                                   0,1                    0,75                          0,1                  1
lH                                                        0,1                           1,9                               0,1                      2,4                                   0,1                     0,9                           0,1                 1,5
mL                                                      0,5                           1,1                               0,5                      1,5                                  0,25                    0,6                          0,25              0,75
mM                                                     0,5                           1,5                               0,5                      1,9                                  0,25                   0,75                         0,25                 1
mH                                                     0,5                           1,9                               0,5                      2,4                                  0,25                    0,9                          0,25               1,5
hL                                                       0,9                           1,1                               0,9                      1,5                                   0,4                     0,6                           0,4               0,75
hM                                                      0,9                           1,5                               0,9                      1,9                                   0,4                    0,75                          0,4                  1
hH                                                       0,9                           1,9                               0,9                      2,4                                   0,4                     0,9                           0,4                 1,5

Table 2. Minimum number of ISs necessary to obtain non-compliant outcomes for both different limits and assuming best (bs) and
worst (ws) scenarios.

Contamination level    1 mg/kg                                                                           0,5 mg/kg
                            10 5 3 10 5 3
                                    bs           ws            bs          ws    bs        ws                        bs            ws            bs             ws           bs           ws

lL                                            10                 7                   5                  4                  3                3                               10                 7                   5                   4                  3               3
lM                                            7                  6                   4                  3                  3                2                                7                  6                   4                   3                  3               2
lH                                            6                  4                   3                  2                  2                2                                6                  4                   3                   2                  2               2
mL                                           9                  5                 5*                 3                  3                2                                9                  5                  4*                  3                  3               2
mM                                         6                  4                   3                  2                  2                2                                6                  4                   3                   2                  2               2
mH                                          4                  3                   2                  2                  2                1                                4                  3                   2                   2                  2               1
hL                                            6                  2                   3                  1                  3                1                                6                  2                   3                   3                  3               1
hM                                           2                  2                 1*                 1                  1                1                                2                  2                  2*                  1                  1               1
hH                                           2                  1                   1                  1                  1                1                                2                  1                   1                   1                  1               1
*Different values between limit 1 mg/kg and 0.5 mg/kg at the same contamination level.
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size of 106 ISs, limit 1 mg/kg and best
scenario), instead is shown in the Figure 3.

The Hg mean content, starting from the
assumed contamination levels and the
prevalence of compliant and non-compliant
outcomes is resumed on Table 3 which
considers scenarios, all contamination levels,
limit of 1 mg/kg and increasing prevalence
from 0.1 to 0.9: compliant lots are
highlighted in green and non-compliant lots
in red.

Comparing the compliant outcomes with
the compliant Hg mean content for all
assumed conditions, we calculated the
number of FP and FN outcomes: Figure 4
resumes the related trend.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the probability
to detect non-compliant outcomes by testing
several ASs picked up from the same lot,
according to the probability of detecting a
single non-compliant outcome.

Discussion
Applied to the sampling methods, as

stated by Regulation (EC) No 333/2007
about Hg content on fish, the use of a
probabilistic model, analytical method-
independent and based on the principles of
Kolmogorov’s probability theory, allows for
better understanding features of those
methods.

In fact, we demonstrated that, changing
the size of the lot to be sampled, represented
by the number of potential ISs of the lot, no
significant differences among outcomes
were found, as shown in Figure 1. This
finding represents a crucial issue because if
the probability of detecting non-compliant
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Table 3. Hg mean content taking into account all contamination levels, limit of 1 mg/kg and increasing prevalence: cells in italics high-
light compliant means and in non-italics the non-compliant ones.

                                                    0,1             0,2              0,3                 0,4                 0,5              0,6                0,7                      0,8          0,9

Best scenario                    lL                   0,20                 0,30                  0,40                     0,50                     0,60                 0,70                     0,80                           0,90            1,00
                                             lM                  0,24                 0,38                  0,52                     0,66                     0,80                 0,94                     1,08                           1,22            1,36
                                             lH                   0,28                 0,46                  0,64                     0,82                     1,00                 1,18                     1,36                           1,54            1,72
                                             mL                 0,56                 0,62                  0,68                     0,74                     0,80                 0,86                     0,92                           0,98             1,04
                                             mM                0,60                 0,70                  0,80                     0,90                     1,00                 1,10                     1,20                           1,30            1,40
                                             mH                0,64                 0,78                  0,92                     1,06                     1,20                 1,34                     1,48                           1,62            1,76
                                             hL                  0,92                 0,94                  0,96                     0,98                     1,00                 1,02                     1,04                           1,06            1,08
                                             hM                 0,96                 1,02                  1,08                     1,14                     1,20                 1,26                     1,32                           1,38            1,44
                                             hH                 1,00                 1,10                  1,20                     1,30                     1,40                 1,50                     1,60                           1,70            1,80
Worst scenario                  lL                   0,24                 0,38                  0,52                     0,66                     0,80                 0,94                     1,08                           1,22            1,36
                                             lM                  0,28                 0,46                  0,64                     0,82                     1,00                 1,18                     1,36                           1,54            1,72
                                             lH                   0,33                 0,56                  0,79                     1,02                     1,25                 1,48                     1,71                           1,94            2,17
                                             mL                 0,60                 0,70                  0,80                     0,90                     1,00                 1,10                     1,20                           1,30            1,40
                                             mM                0,64                 0,78                  0,92                     1,06                     1,20                 1,34                     1,48                           1,62            1,76
                                             mH                0,69                 0,88                  1,07                     1,26                     1,45                 1,64                     1,83                           2,02            2,21
                                             hL                  0,96                 1,02                  1,08                     1,14                     1,20                 1,26                     1,32                           1,38            1,44
                                             hM                 1,00                 1,10                  1,20                     1,30                     1,40                 1,50                     1,60                           1,70            1,80
                                             hH                 1,05                 1,20                  1,35                     1,50                     1,65                 1,80                     1,95                           2,10            2,25

Figure 1. Influence of lot size, considering different prevalence and different contamina-
tion levels, on probability to detect non-compliant outcomes (limit 1 mg/kg and best sce-
nario).

Figure 2. Trend of probability of non-compliant outcomes considering the IS number at
different contamination levels (lot size of 106 ISs, limit 1 mg/kg and best scenario).
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outcomes is not related to the dimension of
the lots to be sampled, that would mean that
sampling the whole lot or only one of sublots
does not change the probability of obtaining
non-compliant outcomes. Therefore, if a
large lot were to be splitted and sampled in
order to analyse each sublot, as stated by
Regulation (EC) No 333/2007, the
probability of obtaining non-compliant
outcomes would increase, as shown in
Figure 5.

An opposite behaviour was observed by
changing the number of collected ISs: this
number significantly influences the final
probability in combination with the
contamination level; in the example shown
on Figure 2 at low contamination levels non-
compliant results have more probability of
being detected with 3ISs than with 5ISs or
10ISs and at higher contamination levels the
best performances are obtained with 5ISs,
whereas with 10ISs the probability is even
lower. Unexpectedly, the increase in IS does
not correspond with an increase in the
probability of detecting non-compliant
outcomes.

However, Figure 3 shows, as expected,
that the higher the content of Hg is, the
higher the probability of detecting non-
compliant outcomes.

Assuming the mean content of Hg as the
target of the sampling method, the model
underlines that the number of FP increases
for medium contamination levels up to the
prevalence of 0.5, whereas, on the contrary,
in case of low contamination levels the
number of FP increases only when the
prevalence is very high. Conversely, the
number of FN shows a different trend, with
high values for high contamination levels
and decreasing at low level when the
prevalence is >0.5. That is another crucial
issue because it could result in an
underestimation of Hg contamination.
especially when the contamination level is
high. 

Conclusions
This study developed a probabilistic

model that allows a better understanding of
the features of sampling methods set by
Regulation (EC) No 333/2007 about Hg
content in fish and fishery products.

The obtained data demonstrated that: i)
the probability to detect non-compliant
outcomes does not change with the size of
lot to be sampled; ii) this probability is
directly conditioned by the Hg
contamination level but not by the number
of collected ISs; iii) the number of false
negative outcomes could be very high when

the contamination level is high and the
prevalence is <0.4; iv) the increase of the
number of analysed samples, collected from
the same lot, increases the probability of
detecting non-compliant outcomes.

This knowledge could be useful either to
improve sampling methods or to better
understand the relevance of data analysis
reports used during the risk analysis and the
assessment of human health exposure risk.
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Figure 3. Trend of probability with increasing prevalence for all contamination levels (10
ISs taken, lot size of 106 ISs, limit 1 mg/kg and best scenario).

Figure 4. Trend of false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) outcomes with increasing
prevalence (all contamination levels, lot size of 106 ISs, limit 1 mg/kg and best scenario).
The value of FN for lL contamination level is always 0.

Figure 5. Probability of non-compliant outcomes, by testing different AS collected from
the same lot, relative to the probability of a single non-compliant outcome.
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